Air Navigation Race

The simplest, funniest and cheapest way of competing and organising navigation competition
How's ANR

2 main basic rules:

- Crew must navigate through a given corridor that can be narrowed by organisation, and penalisation is applied when flying out of the corridor by a penalty of 3 points each second.

- Starting point and Finish point are timed and a 3 points per second penalty is applied from a given chrono time.
Live tracking of competitions
Best

- Easy and cheap to prepare a training task.
- Easy and cheap to organise a local/national/international competition.
- It offers to any pilot an improvement of navigation and landing pilot skills.
- Easy to understand. Any low experience pilot can begin competition quick.
- It can be really challenging to very experienced pilots.
- It can be broadcast in real time. Sponsor opportunities.
- It can be exported and adapted to paramotors.
**ANR training websites**

https://www.mirafuera.net/anrtrainer/

https://my-anr.com/